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Abstract—Resilience is one of the key goals of multihoming,
as multiple interfaces/addresses on multiaccess nodes can
be used to increase fault tolerance. Future networks will be
empowered with multiaccess but, at the same time, applications
and protocols must incorporate mechanisms to optimize the
use of numerous interfaces/addresses. Until now, the resilience
of multihoming support in various protocols has been assessed
in an ad-hoc manner. This paper introduces the Resilience
Evaluation Framework (REF), which provides for an objective
evaluation of the resilience capacity of a protocol. As an
example evaluation, we use REF to study the resilience of SCTP
multihoming. We employ OMNET++ simulations to demonstrate
the suitability of REF for such evaluations and compare it with
the Quality of Resilience (QoR) schema. We show that REF is
suitable for general protocol resilience evaluations and defines a
more realistic evaluation framework than QoR.

Keywords – Multihoming, Quality of Resilience, Computer
network management, reliability, performance and SCTP.

I. INTRODUCTION

New communication possibilities can be explored as net-

work nodes become multiaccess capable. Resilience can be

achieved if, besides adding multiple access technologies in

each device, applications and protocols are equipped with ef-

ficient mechanisms to deal with the diversity of interfaces/ad-

dresses. For instance, the efficient mechanisms can go beyond

the traditional primary-backup model and use all the paths

simultaneously.

So far, the evaluation of the resilience support for a

given protocol does not have a standard mechanism which

enables the choice of a protocol for future networks based

on the effective resilience support. The Resilience Evalua-

tion Framework (REF) is proposed in this paper allows for

the comparative study of the resilience capacity of different

protocols. Commonly, researchers define specific metrics to

perform the evaluation of protocols/technologies (see Section

II). The problem with this type of approach is that metrics

and protocol evaluation methodologies are closely tied to the

research problem. Thus, they are not extensible to generic

scenarios. REF addresses this limitation by defining objective

measures of resilience that can be compared on an equal

footing between different protocols.

We show the applicability of REF in this paper through a

case study of the Stream Control Transport Protocol (SCTP)

[1]. SCTP includes failure detection of the primary path

and recovery switching to backup paths. In addition, the 1:1

protection model of SCTP can be enhanced to a 1+1 pro-

tection model with the Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT)

extension [2]. Further, we compare REF with the Quality of

Resilience (QoR) proposal [3] (originally tailored for MPLS

networks) since both include availability and recovery effi-

ciency metrics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II identifies the most relevant related work within the

SCTP and resilience evaluation areas. Section III introduces

our Resilience Evaluation Framework (REF) and Section IV

presents our evaluation methodology and comparative simula-

tion results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This section relates REF, on the one hand, with previous

work on evaluating resilience in general, and, on the other,

with SCTP-specific resilience evaluation studies.

A. Resilience

Resilience has been evaluated in various ways and for

different protocols. Both the Resilience-Differentiated Quality

of Service (RD-QoS) framework [4] and Quality of Resilience

(QoR) [3], [5] assess the resilience support of Multi Protocol

Label Switching (MPLS). However RD-QoS does not assess

the recovery cost and only includes a time analysis based on

the ITU-T M.495 model [6]. QoR combines QoS metrics (e.g.

packet loss, delay) with resilience metrics (e.g. steady-state

availability, mean downtime). Nonetheless, the metrics rely on

several parameters that affect the results and the formulation

is tied to MPLS, lacking a broader applicability.

Recovery efficiency, as well as the protection model sup-

ported (e.g., 1+1 or 1:N) is addressed in [7]. Nevertheless, the

evaluation relies on non deterministic methods, which depend

on the application requirements. Other proposals evaluate

resilience solely based on the availability criteria [8], [9], or are

limited to the exploration of the protection mechanisms [10].

In short, previous work does not provide a complete scheme to

assess resilience, taking into consideration availability, as well

as protection and recovery factors. Within this perspective, the

QoR framework is the most complete, although it focuses on

MPLS. QoR also employs histograms that can be mapped to
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Fig. 1: Availability Model according states of ITU-T Rec.

E.800 [15].

user satisfaction, nevertheless the effective resilience support

of a protocol is the aim of REF.

B. SCTP evaluation

Previous SCTP evaluation work on the evaluation of SCTP,

such as [11] and [12] determine the best configuration for the

failover mechanism of SCTP to transport different types of

data. Thus, the evaluation methodology can not be employed

as a generic tool to assess resilience.

Some SCTP evaluation proposals are tied to specific ap-

plications, as the case of ECHO [13], that is suited for VoIP

applications over SCTP, while others concentrate efforts on

the robustness of SCTP, as in [14] to avoid spurious failures.

The analysis of related work has clearly shown the lack of

a framework to evaluate the resilience capabilities of SCTP in

an objective and application/protocol-independent way.

III. REF - RESILIENCE EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

The Resilience Evaluation Framework (REF) aims at evalu-

ating protocol resilience support in an objective way, without

relying on application requirements. REF relies on the ITU-T

M.495 [6] model to determine recovery performance, and on

the ITU-T E.800 availability model [15] to determine avail-

ability. The final resilience assessment is done by following

Def. 1

Definition 1: - Resilience is a mechanism to assure service

robustness, by ensuring that resources are re-established in

case of failures [7]. This re-establishment is possible due to

protection (actions before failure) and/or restoration schemes

(actions after failure).

REF introduces the term ipath to designate an interface,

a path or a link, in order to be as generic as possible. The

mathematical formulation of REF is summarized in Table I

for different cases. The column titled Base presents the generic

specification, while columns titled 1:1 and 1+1 correspond to

the respective protection models.

REF considers the following assumptions in its formulation:

• All time variables are expressed in milliseconds (ms);

• All message size variables are expressed in bytes;

• The capacity of ipath is in byte/s and is constant;

• Percentage calculated values rely on the range of [0, 1];
• Failures have a min of {0} and a max of {n};

• A node has a min of {2} and a max of {z} ipaths;

• A node has min of {1} and max of {bk} backup ipaths;
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Fig. 2: Availability with 1:1 and 1+1 Protection Models.

• Cost functions rely on βO and βR that are empirically

determined;

RMH - Resilience is a function of Av- Availability, Rc- Re-

covery, which are determined based on the protection scheme

supported, as shown in Eq. 1.

RMH = Av × Rc (1)

Fig. 1 depicts an availability model on which the service has

two states, available (state = 1) or unavailable (state = 0),
according to ITU-T E.800 . After a failure instant, tFailn,

the procedures for failure processing are undertaken (see

[7]). Whilst failure processing mechanisms can be handled at

different layers, REF only considers the processes at the layer

of the evaluated protocol.

A. Availability (Av)

Availability Av is the ratio of the Mean Up Time (MUT)

over the total time (MUT+MDT); see also [5], [7]. Fig.

1 illustrates a scenario with two failures, on which MUT

corresponds to the moments where available = 1 and can

be formulated for generic cases with n failures according to

Eq. T.1 On a non failure situation, MUT = tEnd − tIni,
since tFailn = tAvain = 0. The Mean Down Time (MDT)

considers the available = 0 moments, therefore for n failures,

it is determined according to Eq. T.3.

A key aspect in REF is the evaluation of availability in the

context of end-host multihoming, which can have multiple

interfaces. To the best of our knowledge, previous availability

approaches only take into account the availability of the

overall service [5] or of interfaces/paths (in REF designated as

ipath) in isolation [8], [9], without taking into consideration

the role of each ipath. The role of an ipath dictates whether

it acts as a primary ipath or a backup ipath. This role is

associated with the protection model, with the 1:1, 1+1 and

1:N models being the most generic from a multihoming

perspective [7]. The 1:1 model states that the backup ipaths

are only employed in the failure of the primary ipath, while

the 1+1 allows the simultaneous use of primary and backup

ipaths, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In the 1:N model N backup



TABLE I: REF Mathematical Formulation
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ipaths protect one primary ipath. Cholda et al. [5] refer to the

M:N model as a generic model, on which N backup ipaths

protect M primary ipaths. In this paper we consider REF for

the the 1:1 and 1+1 models only.

1) 1:1 Protection Model:

According to Fig. 2, the determination of MUT1:1 and

MDT1:1 can be based on Eq. T.2 and T.3. MUT1:1 considers

the availability of all ipaths in a sequential mode, starting

with the primary and following the respective backup ipaths.

2) 1+1 Protection Model:

In the 1+1 model, i0 - the primary ipath is used simultaneously

with i1 - the backup ipath, as illustrated in Fig. 2. MUT

corresponds to the union of MUTs for each ipath. An OR

boolean logic can be employed to determine MUT, by includ-

ing all the moments on which, at least one ipaths is available.

The probability of downtime is lower, as if one ipath fails,

another assures the service delivery. Thus, the downtime is the

intersection of MDT on both interfaces, which is calculated

based on the difference between the minimum m available

time and the maximum M failure time, as given in Eq. T.4

B. Recovery (Rc)

Recovery encompasses the actions necessary to return to a

normal state. For such, different processes may occur within

a recovery scheme, namely, Failure Detection (FD), Fail-

ure Notification (FN), determination of new paths, Recovery

Switching (RS) and, finally, Restoration to the initial service

levels [5].

According to Fig. 3, the recovery time tRc is determined

as follows: tRc =
∑5

i=1 Ti. In a simplistic approach, the

recovery time can be determined based on the end time of re-

covery (teRS) and the start time of Failure Detection (tsFD),

tRc = teRS − tsFD. Summing the time of the different

processes, the recovery time is tRc = tFD + tFN + tRS.

To assess the performance of recovery schemes, different

metrics/factors must be evaluated: ERc - recovery time ef-

ficiency; LRc - the recovery impact, which can correspond

to the traffic that is affected by recovery schemes; ORc -

the recovery overhead, i.e. the cost of recovery in terms of

signalling; and QRc - the quality provided by recovery, which

measures whether operation returns to the same conditions as

before the failure occurred. QRc is determined by restorability

and backup link quality [5], [17]. Restorability indicates the

percentage of failed ipaths that can be recovered [18]. As with

availability, the operation of the recovery scheme depends on
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Fig. 3: Recovery model of ITU-T M.495 with slight adapta-

tions from [16].

the protection and/or restoration model adopted. While Protec-

tion models have one of more backup ipaths pre-established

before failures, Restoration models establish the backup ipath

on failure events. The former can attain better performance in

terms of recovery time (no need of signalling to establish an

ipath), but with the drawback of having a higher cost in terms

of resources, since an ipath is dedicated for recovery [4], [5].

The recovery efficiency ERc of ipath t corresponds to the

ratio between the time to recover from all failures {i · · ·n}
and the mean downtime, as given in Eq. T.5. REF introduces

this metric to differentiate protocols that have optimized

mechanisms to provide fast recovery.

The recovery impact LRc is determined based on the

affected traffic (considered lost or prone to restransmission)

during the recovery process, as depicted in Eq. T.8. REF

considers the relation between the capacity of the current

ipath, Cc and the capacity of the primary path Cp, as opposed

to [5] which considers only the capacity of the primary path.

By considering the Cc/Cp ratio it is possible to determine

the affected traffic based on the recovery time but also on the

capacities of ipath.

The recovery overhead ORc represents the signalling cost

of the recovery operations, see Eq. 2. This compound metric

establishes the difference between the recovery models, as

protection models have backup links pre-established, while

restoration models need to establish them based on signalling.

ORc expresses a cost function, where the interest is, on one

hand to minimize signalling ratio (e.g., signalling distributed

along the service lifetime), and on the other hand to maximize

signalling ratio diversity (e.g., improve load sharing).

ORc = βOsigRt + (1 − βO)sigDv (2)

In REF, the determination of signalling considers the ap-

proaches that are based on message signalling and approaches

that employ timers to trigger recovery actions. REF considers

average values for MSi - message size and TDu - timeout

durations, as these can vary in the measure interval. The

recovery overhead is determined with allSig - the overall sig-

nalling, sigRt - the signalling ratio and sigDv - the signalling

ratio diversity metrics. allSig includes all the signalling in

the interval (tEnd − tStart) and is calculated according to

Eq. T.11. Overall signalling includes the MSi with nM -

total number of messages transmitted, and nT - number of

timeouts, with different durations TDu. The signalling per-

formed during recovery (sigRci) from failure i is calculated

by the signalling overhead during tRci - the time of recovery,

employing the same logic for the overall signalling, but only

for the instant tRci. The signalling ratio, sigRt(t), for ipath t,
establishes the relation between the signalling during recovery

from possible n failures and the overall signalling, as depicted

in Eq. T.14. Higher values indicate that the signalling overhead

is concentrated in the recovery processes. The signalling ratio

diversity ,sigDv, assesses how signalling is balanced among

all ipaths and can be calculated based on the relation of

the minimum ratio and the maximum ratio of all ipaths,

sigDv = min{sigRt(t)}/max{sigRt(t)}. If sigDv → 1
the signalling load is distributed more equally between the

ipaths. The recovery overhead metric in REF is clearly distinct

from previous proposals [5], [17], which do not consider the

signalling overhead, or consider it in a simplistic manner

without any diversity analysis.

The quality provided by recovery, QRc, is a relation be-

tween Xb - the quality of backup ipaths and Resto - the

restorability. The Xb factor is determined based on Cc and

Cp the capacity of current and primary ipath, respectively, as

given in Eq. T.15, following the same calculation as in [5].

REF adds Resto - restorability, which accounts for the ratio

of failed connections successfully recovered, as depicted in Eq.

T.17. Restorability in REF allows to assess to what extent the

recovery is performed. QRc is based on the average quality

of backup ipaths, as each ipath has its own quality factor and

on the restorability ratio, QRc = Xb × Resto.

Recovery, Rc, is determined according to Eq. 3, where the

interest is, on one hand, to minimize the affected traffic and

the overhead of recovery procedures, and on the other, to

maximize the quality provided by recovery and the recovery

efficiency.

Rc = βR(LRc × ORc) + (1 − βR)(ERc × QRc) (3)

This concludes the brief introduction to the general

formulation of REF. The following subsections present the

specification of REF according to the protection model

supported. REF considers the protection model for the

recovery performance assessment, a clear advance from

previous work such as [5], [17].

1) 1:1 Protection model:

Recovery efficiency, ERc1:1, considers the time of recovery

of all ipaths (primary and backups) and their respective MDT,

see Eq. T.6. Recovery impact, LRc1:1, assesses the affected

traffic during recovery of the primary ipath and the recovery

of the respective backup ipaths, in relation to the theoretical

traffic that could be transmitted, if no failures had occurred,

during the time service, as illustrated in Eq. T.9. Finally,

recovery overhead, ORc1:1, is determined according to Eq. 2.

Nevertheless, the signalling during recovery is determined for



the instant of recovery and includes the messages or timers

that are associated with the primary ipath and backup ipaths,

as given in Eq. T.12.

2) 1+1 Protection model:

In the 1+1 protection model, the recovery processes only

occur when both interfaces are down simultaneously, as shown

in Fig. 2. The time for ipath to recover from failure i
(tRci1+1

) depends on the minimum time of recovery and on

the maximum time of failure detection from one of the ipaths

{i0,i1}, following the logic depicted in Eq. T.4.

The recovery efficiency, ERc1+1, is determined based on

the recovery time from n possible failures and on the respec-

tive simultaneous downtime as per Eq. T.7.

The affected traffic, LRc1+1, must consider the affected

traffic in two distinct cases: a) Simultaneous, simLRc1+1 -

on which there is no service since both ipaths are down

simultaneously; b) Partial - on which failures only affect one

ipath. The affected traffic, LRc1+1, corresponds to the relation

between the affected traffic in the simultaneous case and the

sum of the affected traffic in the partial cases, see Eq. T.10.

Within z ipaths, the simultaneous cases assume that traffic is

forwarded simultaneously on different ipaths, thus the capacity

is considered the sum of all affected ipaths. In the partial cases,

the traffic impact is considered in isolation for each failed

ipath.

Although, partial failures can affect the traffic, the ser-

vice is only disrupted on simultaneous failures, therefore

the signalling performed during recovery, in the ORc1+1-

recovery overhead determination, only considers the recovery

performed for ns simultaneous failures, as depicted in Eq.

T.13. The overall signalling includes all the signalling per-

formed during the time service in all ipaths.

In the 1+1 cases, the primary and backup ipath are used

simultaneously, therefore there is no real notion for backup

ipath. In this context, the backup link quality corresponds to

the minimum quality level that is achieved on a failure event,

as Eq. T.16 shows. The restorability Resto1+1 considers the

number of successful recovery performed for each ipath in

relation to the number of failures in the respective ipath, as

given in Eq. T.18.

The quality provided by recovery, QRc1+1, in the 1+1

protection model is calculated based on the possible n failures

and on the ipath where failures occur.

QRc1+1 =











1 · Resto1+1 if n = 0,

Xbi0 · Resto1+1 if C0 > C1 and ni0 ≥ 1,

Xbi1 · Resto1+1 if C1 ≥ C0 and ni1 ≥ 1.
(4)

REF can be employed to assess the resilience of any given

protocol as long as the the protection model (1 : 1 or 1 + 1)

is taken into consideration. For instance, SCTP is under the

1 : 1, while MPLS can be under the 1+1, if considering load

balancing characteristics.

Src Dst
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nse 3
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nse - noise nodes  Src - source node
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R3s

R2d
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Fig. 4: Simulation Scenario.

Parameter RFC4960 (Std) Optimized (Opt)

PMR 5 3
RTOmin 1000 (ms) 20 (ms)
RTOmax 60000 (ms) 60000 (ms)
SACK delay 200 (ms) 20 (ms)

TABLE II: SCTP failover parameters.

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

This section presents our comparative evaluation of SCTP

resilience using REF and QoR. Fig. 4 illustrates the simulation

scenario, which includes multihomed nodes with a primary

ipath and two backup ipaths. The scenario includes nodes that

introduce “background” traffic that causes congestion (based

on bursts) in the respective ipaths. We use this scenario to

evaluate SCTP resilience in the presence of failures occurring

in the primary and backup ipaths and consider different

types of data traffic. Different networks are considered on

the source and destination sides. Moreover the source node

moves linearly and starts connected to all wireless access

routers (in order to include all the configured addresses during

the association phase of SCTP). The scenario is modeled in

OMNET++ simulator [19] using the SCTP extension [20].

The source node performs two handovers, from primary to

bkp #01 and from bkp #01 to bkp #02 ipaths, respectively. In

addition, we take βO = βR = 0.05, an empirical value based

on experience with the simulation scenario.

The evaluation considers both SCTP failover parameters

and the application in use (both include the sets for the data

and VoIP applications). The SCTP failover parameters are

configured according to RFC 4960 [1] while the optimized

configurations come from [11], [12], as listed in Table II.

Other configurable parameters of SCTP, such as Association

Max Retrans and RTOinit follow the values recommended in

RFC 4960.

We consider both VoIP and data applications for our evalua-

tion. VoIP traffic is based on the G.723.1 [21] codec employing

a bit rate of 6.3kbps. In addition, we configure SCTP to deliver

all DATA chunks received immediately to the upper layer

(i.e. unordered). FTP is chosen for our data application. We

consider these types of applications due to the diversity of their

requirements. Each test comprises 20 runs and a simulation
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time of 300s.

We report the simulation results using boxplots, due to the

richer information they present in terms of statistics (median,

quartiles, maximum and minimum).

A. Availability Results

The Av- Availability parameter of REF can be compared

with QA- Quality of Availability of QoR. REF is similarly to

QoR, as it determines an higher degree of availability of SCTP

for optimized cases (with decreased SACK interval), as shown

in Fig 5. Moreover, REF and QoR point out the fact that the

availability in SCTP relies solely on its failover parameters

and not on the sets of applications. It should be underlined

that, differently from QoR, availability in REF relies on the

protection model and it is independent of theoretical factors.

B. Resilience

Fig. 6 illustrates the resilience of SCTP as measured by

REF and QoR. In contrast with the results on availability, we

see a divergence between REF- and QoR-measured resilience

values. QoR reports that SCTP with standard configuration as

per RFC 4960 has virtually no resilience. REF, due to the

protection model, reports a resilience value of 0.37 for both

data and VoIP applications. Both QoR and REF show that

SCTP resilience improves with the optimizations proposed in

[11], [12]. In particular, REF reports a resilience value of

nearly 0.50, on median. QoR, on the other hand, reports a

median resilience value of 0.47 for FTP traffic and 0.6 for

VoIP traffic. We also note that the spread of the QoR resilience

values is considerably larger than for REF. To sum up, the

QoR SCTP resilience values for the standard configuration

point to the schemas lack of generality. REF, on the other

hand, provides a more realistic resilience evaluation framework

by taking into consideration that the 1:1 protection model of

SCTP.
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Fig. 6: SCTP resilience as measured by REF and QoR.

V. CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

This paper introduced REF, our proposal for generic re-

silience evaluation framework. We compared REF with QoR

and showed that its evaluation results for the case of SCTP

are more realistic. In this study we used REF to assess the

resilience capacity of SCTP. Although further evaluation work

is in progress, we claim that REF can assess objectively

and in an application independent manner the resilience of

other protocols as well. Other protocols can easily be assessed

without any modification to REF due to its generality. Such

assessments require only that the respective protection model

supported is taken into consideration. We plan to use REF to

evaluate the resilience of a range of multihoming solutions in

the near term.

REF allows us to argue that SCTP is a transport protocol

that supports resilience, although such capacity depends on the

failover parameters of SCTP. SCTP is resilient within standard

configurations, although with a poor performance, and not

without any support (= 0), as reported by QoR. This result

puts in evidence the granularity of REF.

A key aspect in REF is the independence of application

characteristics to assess the resilience performance. REF is an

important tool to assess the resilience support of a protocol,

and its main novelty relies in the integration of multihoming

capabilities in the evaluation, as well as, the independence of

topologies and protocols. In addition, REF can be employed to

define comparison points when assessing the resilience support

since it can be used for any protocol without any modification.

We conclude that REF is capable of objectively assessing

the resilience support of a protocol in a straightforward man-

ner, without relying on theoretical parameters. Being REF a

comparison tool we aim to employ it in the evaluation of

resilience capacity of protocols in a testbed.
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